Message
“As Congress considers a variety of potential actions to
address climate change, it is critical that the voices of
American workers be included in the discussion,
especially those who are most at risk of job disruptions
and economic dislocation as a result of those action.”
“We will not accept proposals that could cause
immediate harm to millions of our members and their
families. We will not stand by and allow threats to our
members’ jobs and their families’ standard of living go
unanswered.”
IBEW International President Lonnie Stephenson
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•

Coal fired converted to gas

•

Coal dropped 30% in one year
(2019-2020)

•

Gas increased 9%

•

Nuclear decreased 4%

•

Renewables raised 5%

•

11 large IO Utilities have
committed to reduce CO2
emissions

•

Accomplished by 2035

•

Utilities say it is doubtful
without advancement in
technologies

•

Needed – batteries to store,
carbon capture to trap,
advanced nuclear are all
critical
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•

Solid scientific review
•
•

•

Climate change is real
Represents an existential
threat to society

Solutions based on “all of
the above”
•
•
•

Regionally focused,
flexible, preserves
optionality
Addresses crisis of
stranded workers
Preservation of existing
jobs

• Creation of new jobs
•
•

•

Equal to or better than
those displaced
Climate policy represents
economic opportunity

Benefits of new technology
•
•

Quality jobs
Creation of competitive
domestic supply chains
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CORONAVIRUS (COVID 19)
•

Electricity Subsector Coordinating
Council
o

Who make up these Council?

o

CEO, Utilities, FERC, NERC, RTO’s, ISO

o

Guidelines to address essential workers

•

Homeland Security CISA

•

Essential Critical Infrastructure
workers

•

EEI/IBEW Electricity Subsector
Coordinating Council (ESCC)

Essential Critical Infrastructure Workforce
Energy
Electricity industry:
Workers who maintain, ensure, or retore the generation,
transmission, and distribution of electric power, including
call centers, utility workers, reliability engineers and fleet
maintenance technicians
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CORONAVIRUS (COVID 19)
•

IP Stephenson met with IO
Directors
o

March 5, 2020

•

IBEW Districts response

•

Weekly conference calls
o

PPE availability, crew staffing, staggered
shifts, remote reporting, social distancing,

sequestration of power plant operators,
essential work, work from home, antibody testing, and contract tracing

•

•

•

Mutual assistance safe practices
•

Crew make up, crew continuity

•

Lodging, meals

COVID 19 testing issues
o

Anti Body / Vaccines

o

Legal issues

Memorandum of Understanding
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•

IBEW Officers vote to endorse
VP Biden

•

IP Stephenson Co-Chairs
climate initiative with Tom
Steyer

•

Several IBEW Directors co-chair
climate discussions with Biden
supporters

•

IBEW IP Stephenson is first
National Union President to be
appointed to a transition team

•

IBEW does nationwide
phonebanks with members in
battleground states

•

IBEW members have made
over 70,000 calls to members

•

IBEW does nationwide
phonebanks for Biden
campaign into battleground
states
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IBEW Endorses Joe Biden for President
The leadership of the International Brotherhood of Electrical Workers, while attending its annual officers meeting,
has unanimously endorsed Vice President Joe Biden to be the next President of the United States.
The IBEW represents 775,000 active and retired electrical workers across North America.
“Vice President Biden has been a longtime friend of working families and the IBEW,” said IBEW International
President Lonnie R. Stephenson. “Joe has a long record of standing up for union members, and we believe it’s in the
best interest of IBEW members to elect him our next president.
“Each of the Democratic frontrunners stands solidly with the IBEW on issues of workers’ rights, including the
Protecting the Right to Organize (PRO) Act, which would provide millions of workers across the country with
additional protections to organize and collectively bargain, and we thank each of them for their commitment to
working families.
“But what makes Joe Biden different isn’t just his support for our rights on the job, but his support for good energy
jobs. Eighty-five percent of IBEW members work in the energy industry, and our country needs a realistic plan to
combat the ongoing threat of climate change without putting energy security or working families at risk.
“Joe Biden has listened to IBEW members, and his energy policy has been shaped by deep, meaningful conversations
with the professionals who will build and maintain the energy grid of the future. He backs an all-of-the-above
approach to slashing carbon emissions. He also has proposed the largest-ever investment in clean-energy
technology, as well as an aggressive clean-power infrastructure plan that will make the United States a global leader
in fighting climate change, while putting tens of thousands of Americans to work building the energy economy of the
future.
“It’s not typical for the IBEW to endorse this early in the primary process, but this year there’s an urgency we haven’t
seen in a very long time. Energy policies made today will reverberate for decades, and it’s paramount that we have a
candidate for president who supports IBEW jobs and IBEW values.
“As the largest union of energy professionals in the nation, we have been a leader in promoting clean, renewable
power, from installing solar panels and building wind turbines to fighting for pro-environment, pro-jobs legislation on
the local, state and federal level. No organization in the world has trained more workers for the green economy than
the IBEW.
“Joe Biden’s support of a robust 21st century infrastructure plan will create significant growth not only for the
IBEW’s Construction and Utility branches, but also Telecommunications, Broadcasting, Manufacturing and Railroad.
In addition, we can count on him to roll back this administration’s attack on thousands of IBEW members who work
in government jobs.
“Vice President Biden has listened to what we have to say about one of our nation’s most pressing challenges, and I
know IBEW members will have a seat at the table in a Biden White House.”
###
The International Brotherhood of Electrical Workers (IBEW) represents approximately 775,000 members and
retirees who work in a wide variety of fields, including construction, utilities, manufacturing, telecommunications,
broadcasting, railroads and government.
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Political Action
Biden Energy Plan
• Carbon capture
sequestration
• Existing nuclear, and
advanced nuclear
technologies
• Build out transmission
infrastructure
• Accelerating deployment of
electric vehicles
• Ensuring that clean
economy jobs are good
blue- collar jobs
• Biden understands key role
of fossil fuels play in
reduction of CO2 emissions

“We feel that Joe Biden is the best choice for the
IBEW because he has taken the time to listen to
what our members have to say about the biggest
challenges facing our country. And that makes me
confident that IBEW members will always have a
seat at the table in a Biden administration.”
Lonnie R. Stephenson, IBEW President

Climate Action; U.S. Congress
• American Energy Innovation Act
(Senators Manchin & Murkowski)
• Nuclear Energy Leadership Act
• McKinley & Schrader proposed

• Clean Energy for America Act
• Durbin Carbon Tax Bill
• Clean Energy Innovation
Deployment Act of 2020
• Moving Forward Act
• Clean Energy Jobs Innovation Act
• Carbon Capture 45Q
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▪ Nation Wide Permitting 12
▪ Mercury Air Toxic Standards
(MATS)
▪ PURPA

▪ Clean Power Plan

▪ American Clean Energy rule
▪ PURPA
• Clean Water Act – County
of Maui vs Hawaii Wildlife
Fund
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